I
In a previous paper [1] we have presented an approach to the classification of kinematical Lie algebras based on deformation theory, extending earlier work [2] for the galilean and Bargmann algebras. In [1] we recovered the classification of Bacry and Nuyts [3] of kinematical Lie algebras in dimension 3+1, and extended it to classify also the deformations of the universal central extension of the static kinematical Lie algebra in that dimension. The purpose of this paper is to extend these classifications to dimension D + 1 for all D > 3. A separate paper [4] will present the classification of kinematical Lie algebras for D = 2, which is technically quite different than D = 3 and D > 3. The results of this series of papers is summarised in [5] .
By a kinematical Lie algebra in dimension D, we mean a real [R ab , R cd ] = δ bc R ad − δ ac R bd − δ bd R ac + δ ad R bc ,
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and 2D + 1 generators B a , P a and H which transform according to the vector, vector and scalar representations of so(D), respectively -namely,
The rest of the brackets between B a , P a and H are only subject to the Jacobi identity: in particular, they must be s-equivariant. The kinematical Lie algebra where those additional Lie brackets vanish is called the static kinematical Lie algebra. Every other kinematical Lie algebra will be, by definition, a deformation of the static one. Up to isomorphism, there is only one kinematical Lie algebra in D = 0: it is one-dimensional and hence abelian. For D = 1, there are no rotations and hence any three-dimensional Lie algebra is kinematical. The classification is therefore the same as the celebrated Bianchi classification of three-dimensional real Lie algebras [6] . As far as I know the only other classification of kinematical Lie algebras is that in dimension D = 3, by Bacry and Nuyts [3] . The purpose of this paper is to solve the classification problem for D 4 using deformation theory along the lines of [2, 1] . As we will see, we can treat all D 5 in a uniform (with the exception for D = 5 which is somewhat special but not in an essential way). The case D = 4 is slightly more complicated due to so(4) being semisimple but not simple. Nevertheless as we will see, this case reduces to the generic (D 5) case; although this requires a calculation. The case D = 2 is computationally more involved because so(2) is abelian and its vector representation (on R 2 ) has a larger than normal endomorphism ring. That case is the subject of a separate paper [4] .
The static kinematical Lie algebra in D 3 admits a universal central extension with central generator Z and additional Lie bracket
and we will also consider the problem of classifying the deformations of the centrally extended static kinematical Lie algebra for D 4, the case D = 3 having been done in [1] . We refer to [1] for the methodology and the basic notions of deformation theory and Lie algebra cohomology as in [7] and [8] and [9] . This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we classify kinematical Lie algebras in dimension D + 1 for all D 5, arriving at Table 17 . In Section 3 we treat the case of D = 4, but show after some calculations, that we obtain the same results as for D 5. Therefore Table 17 is valid for D 4. In Section 4 we determine the universal central extension of the static kinematical Lie algebra and proceed to classify its deformations for D 5, arriving at Table 18 . In Section 5 we repeat the calculation for D = 4 arriving at the conclusion that Table 18 also holds for D 4. Comparison with the case of D = 3 shows that whereas in D = 3 there are more kinematical Lie algebras which have no analogue in D > 3, the same is not true for the deformations of the centrally extended algebra. For those deformations, the results for D 3 are uniform. In Section 6 we offer some conclusions.
D L D 5
Let g denote the static kinematical Lie algebra for D 5 and generators R ab , B a , P a and H, subject to the nonzero brackets
We often find it convenient to employ an abbreviated notation where the indices are suppressed. In that notation, we would write the above brackets as
Let h denote the abelian ideal generated by B a , P a and H. Infinitesimal deformations of g are classified by the second Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology group H 2 (g; g) which, by the Hochschild-Serre factorisation theorem, is isomorphic to H 2 (h; g) s , where s ∼ = so(D) is the simple (since D 5) subalgebra generated by the R ab . Since s is simple, we can compute this from the s-invariant complex
This shows that the Lie brackets involving the rotational generators do not deform and hence that every deformation of g is kinematical a priori. Let β a , π a and η denote the canonical dual basis for h * . The differential
is defined on generators by ∂B a = ∂P a = ∂H = ∂β a = ∂π a = ∂η = 0 and
and extended to C • as an odd derivation. It is clear by inspection that ∂ 2 = 0 on generators, and since it is an even derivation, it is identically 0.
We proceed to enumerate the cochains in C p for p 3. We will need to calculate the action of the differential ∂ : C 1 → C 2 and ∂ : C 2 → C 3 and in addition the Nijenhuis- 
2.1. The Chevalley-Eilenberg cochains. All so(D) invariant tensors are built out of δ ab and ǫ a1...aD . We will use the Einstein summation convention in that repeated indices are summed over. In the absence of ambiguities, we will also use an abbreviated notation for cochains where we omit indices and assume that they are contracted with the invariant tensors in the only way possible.
The 0-cochains is the s-invariant subset of g, which is one-dimensional and spanned by H. Every 0-cochain is a cocycle, since ∂H = 0. There are no 1-coboundaries.
The 1-cochains are s-equivariant linear maps h → g. A basis for the 1-cochains are given in Table 1 , where we identify linear maps h → g with elements of h * ⊗ g and where ηH = η ⊗ H, βB = β a ⊗ B a , et cetera. We see that all 1-cochains are cocycles and hence there are no 2-coboundaries.
T
. Basis for C 1 (h; g) s a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 ηH βB βP πB πP A basis for the 2-cochains are given in Table 2 as elements of Λ 2 h * ⊗ g, where βπR = β a ∧ π b ⊗ R ab , et cetera.
Finally, a basis for the 3-cochains are given in Table 3 as elements of Λ 3 h * ⊗ g, but in an abbreviated notation where, for example, βπβB = β a ∧ π a ∧ β b ⊗ B b , et cetera. Those cochains in the second row are only present when D = 5 and are given by ǫβββR = ǫ abcde β a ∧ β b ∧ β c ⊗ R de , et cetera. They will turn out to play no rôle in the calculations.
. Basis for C 3 (h; g)
The last piece of data that we need is the Nijenhuis-Richardson bracket
where • is the operation defined on monomials by
for α, β ∈ Λ 2 h * and X, Y ∈ g. 
2.2. Infinitesimal deformations. The action of the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential ∂ : C 2 → C 3 is given by
Therefore the five-dimensional space of 2-cocycles is spanned by c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 8 . Since there are no 2-coboundaries, this is also the cohomology. Therefore the most general infinitesimal deformation is given by a linear combination Obstructions. The first obstruction to integrability is given by
Projecting to H 3 , we see that
so that the obstruction vanishes if and only if
If that equation is satisfied,
The next obstruction is
, which is seen to vanish exactly provided that equation (15) 
2.4.
Deformations with t 5 = 0. In this case, the deformation is
which leads to the Lie brackets (in abbreviated notation):
As in the D = 3 case, we can bring these to normal forms depending on the value of the discriminant δ :
(1) δ > 0 (or δ = 0 and diagonalisable):
where γ ∈ [−1, 1]. The case γ = −1 is the higher-dimensional version of the (lorentzian) Newton Lie algebra. (2) δ = 0 (and not diagonalisable):
which is the galilean algebra. 
where α 0. The case α = 0 is the higher-dimensional version of the (euclidean) Newton Lie algebra.
2.5. Deformations with t 5 = 0. In this case, equation (15) forces t 1 + t 4 = 0, so that the deformation is
which leads to the Lie brackets
In order to bring these Lie brackets to normal form, it will prove useful to study the action of those automorphisms of h which commute with the action of s. This is similar to what happens in D = 3 and we refer to [1] for a more detailed description of the method.
The subgroup G of automorphisms of h which commutes with the s-action is GL(R 2 ) × R × acting on generators as follows:
The induced action on h * is given by
From this one reads off how G acts on C 2 :
and from this we arrive at how G acts on the deformation parameters (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 5 ):
The representation ρ of GL(R 2 ) defined by
is not faithful -having as kernel the scalar matrices -and preserves the lorentzian inner product
With a suitable choice of λ, we can use such three-dimensional Lorentz transformations to bring t = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ) to one of the following normal forms, each one labelling an orbit of G on the space of such parameters:
(1) the zero orbit, where t = (0, 0, 0); (2) the spacelike orbit, where t = (1, 0, 0); (3) the timelike orbit, where t = (0, 1, −1); and (4) the lightlike orbit, where t = (0, 0, 1). This still leaves the possibility to act with a (nonzero) scalar matrix to set t 5 = ±1, since scalar matrices in GL(R 2 ) have positive determinant. We discuss each one of these cases in turn.
2.5.1. The zero branch. In this case we can actually set t 5 = 1 without loss of generality. The nonzero Lie brackets are
which is the higher-dimensional analogue of the Carroll algebra.
The spacelike branch.
Here we can also set t 5 = 1 without loss of generality, and the nonzero Lie brackets are
This Lie algebra is isomorphic to so(D + 1, 1). If we change basis so that (B, P) → (
(B − P)), then it takes the more standard form
2.5.3. The timelike branch. In this case, the nonzero Lie brackets are, for ε = ±1,
These Lie algebras are isomorphic to so(D + 2) (for ε = −1) or so(D, 2) (for ε = 1).
The lightlike branch.
In this case, the nonzero Lie brackets are, for ε = ±1,
after redefining H. These Lie algebras are isomorphic to the euclidean Lie algebra e for ε = −1, or the Poincaré Lie algebra p for ε = 1.
Invariant inner products.
We shall now investigate the existence of invariant inner products on the kinematical Lie algebras determined in this section. We remind the reader that by an invariant inner product on a Lie algebra g we mean a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form (−, −) : g × g → R which is "associative"; that is,
The Killing form is associative, but by Cartan's semisimplicity criterion, it is only nondegenerate for semisimple Lie algebras. This means that the simple Lie algebras so(D + 1, 1), so(D + 2) and so(D, 2) admit invariant inner products: namely, any nonzero multiple of the Killing form. It will turn out that these are the only kinematical Lie algebras which do. To prove this, rather than appealing to any general structural results, we will simply exploit the associativity condition (37).
We shall first of all show that no kinematical Lie algebra where B and P span an abelian ideal can admit an invariant inner product. This will rule out the first five rows in Table 17 . Indeed, let (−, −) be an associative symmetric bilinear form. We will show that it is degenerate. To this end, let X, Y be any of B, P and consider (in abbreviated notation)
where we have used associativity and the fact that X, Y are vectors under rotations. By rotational invariance, the only possible nonzero inner products involving B and P are of the form (B, B), (B, P) and (P, P), and as we have just seen, these are zero. Therefore (−, −) is degenerate. Any associative symmetric bilinear form in the Carroll algebra is degenerate, since (H, −) = 0. Indeed, by rotational invariance, the only possible nonzero inner product of H is with itself, but then
It remains to consider the euclidean and Poincaré algebras. So let (−, −) be an associative symmetric bilinear form on either e or p and let us calculate (H, H), which is the only possibly nonzero rotationally invariant inner product involving H:
In this section we will let g denote the static kinematical Lie algebra for D = 4. The case D = 4 is slightly more complicated due to the fact that the rotation subalgebra so(4) is not simple, but rather so(4) ∼ = so(3) ⊕ so(3). This is due to the existence of the Hodge star, an so(4)-invariant linear map ⋆ : Λ 2 R 4 → Λ 2 R 4 which obeys ⋆ 2 = 1 and hence decomposes Λ 2 R 4 into its eigenspaces Λ 2 ± , each one corresponding to an so(3) subalgebra. Let R
= so(4) and B a , P a , H span the abelian ideal h of g. As usual we will choose the canonical dual basis β a , π a , η for h * . The nonzero Lie brackets in that basis are given by
3.1. The Chevalley-Eilenberg complex. The fact that s is semisimple suffices for the Hochschild-Serre decomposition theorem and we may calculate the infinitesimal deformations from the s-invariant subcomplex
s . In particular this shows that all deformations are automatically kinematical. We now proceed to enumerate bases for the spaces of cochains, noting that C 0 is spanned by H. The dimensions of C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are 5, 11 and 19, respectively. Natural bases are tabulated below. In Table 7 , the cochains in the second row involve the ǫ tensor, so that, for example, 
and
In particular, it follows that ∂ is identically zero on C 0 and C 1 , so that B 2 = 0. On C 2 we find
The last piece of data that we need is the Nijenhuis-Richardson bracket 
3.2. Infinitesimal deformations. From the action of the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential ∂ on C 2 , described in equation (44), we find that
Therefore the most general infinitesimal deformation is , which we can calculate from the explicit expressions (45) for the Nijenhuis-Richardson bracket. Doing so, we find
From equation (44) we learn that
so that in cohomology,
If this equation is satisfied,
The next obstruction [[ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ]] vanishes identically using (51), so we can take ϕ 3 = 0. The next obstruction is
, but this also vanishes identically, so that ϕ 4 = 0 and hence there are no further obstructions. In summary, the most general deformation is given by 
which means that the expression (53) above for ϕ coincides mutatis mutandis with the one in equation (17). Since the conditions (51) and (15) are identical, the rest of the analysis proceeds as in the case D 5. As in D 5, only the simple kinematical Lie algebras admit an associative inner product.
Let D 5 and let us consider the static kinematical Lie algebra g defined (in abbreviated form) by equation (5). We shall show that it has a central extension with bracket
We will then classify the deformations of the centrally extended Lie algebrag = g ⊕ RZ.
4.1. Central extension of the static kinematical Lie algebra. Central extensions of g are classified by H 2 (g; R) , which by the Hochschild-Serre factorisation theorem is isomorphic to H 2 (h; R) s and this in turn can be computed from the subcomplex C
• of s-invariant cochains in Λ
• h * . The first three spaces of cochains in the subcomplex are
where we again use the abbreviated notation βπ = β a ∧ π a , et cetera. Since h is abelian, the differential is identically zero, so that H 2 = C 2 with cocycle representative βπ. The universal central extensiong of g is thus spanned by R ab , B a , P a , H, Z with nonzero brackets
4.2. The deformation complex. Leth denote the ideal ofg spanned by B a , P a , H, Z and let s ∼ = so(D) again be the rotational subalgebra. By Hochschild-Serre, the deformation complex can be taken to be the s-invariant subcomplex C
s . In this section we describe this complex in a way useful for calculations. Let β a , π a , η, ζ be the canonical dual basis forh * . The Chevalley-Eilenberg differential is defined on generators as follows:
denote the subgroup of automorphisms ofh which commutes with the action of s. It leaves R invariant and acts onh as follows:
where
The induced action onh * is given by
We proceed to enumerate the cochains. C 0 is spanned by H, Z. The following tables enumerate the cochains in C 1 , C 2 and C 3 . The primed cochains in Table 11 are only present for D = 5 and as in the case of the static kinematical Lie algebra they will turn out not play any rôle in the calculations.
T
. ζββR ζβπR ζππR βπβB βπβP βππB βππP ǫβββR ǫββπR ǫβππR ǫπππR
The Chevalley-Eilenberg differential is identically zero on C 0 , so that B 1 = 0. The differential ∂ : C 1 → C 2 is given on the basis by ∂a 1 = ∂a 2 = ∂a 6 = ∂a 7 = 0 ∂a 3 = −c 11 ∂a 4 = −c 12 ∂a 5 = c 12
from where we see that B 2 = R c 11 , c 12 . The differential ∂ : C 2 → C 3 is given on the basis by 
The subspace H 2 is isomorphic to the cohomology, but we would like to choose cocycle representatives adapted to the action of G. The action of G on the complex can be read off from the action on the generators and one finds that a convenient description of H 2 is the following:
where, if we denote the above basis for H 2 by (e 1 , . . . , e 7 ) = (2c 2 + c 3 + c 6 , c 7 − c 10 + c 14 , c 8 − c 13 , c 9 + c 15 ,
then under the action of G, (e 1 , . . . , e 7 ) = (e 1 , . . . , e 7 )
As we saw above the representation A → M A of GL(R 2 ) is not faithful and has kernel the scalar matrices in GL(R 2 ), and it preserves the lorentzian inner product with matrix
The last piece of data that we shall need is the Nijenhuis-Richardson bracket [[−, −]] : C 2 × C 2 → C 3 , which can be obtained by symmetrisation from the • product tabulated in Table 12 . 
Infinitesimal deformations and obstructions.
We will parametrise the 7-dimensional space H 2 of infinitesimal deformations as
The first obstruction to integrability is
] whose vanishing (in cohomology, but in this case also on the nose) is equivalent to the following system of quadrics: 0 = 2t 1 t 2 − t 3 t 7 + t 4 t 6 0 = t 1 t 3 + t 3 t 5 − t 2 t 6 0 = t 1 t 4 − t 4 t 5 + t 2 t 7 .
(71)
Since when these equations are satisfied [[ϕ 1 , ϕ 1 ]] = 0 (not just in cohomology) we can take ϕ 2 = 0 and therefore there are no further obstructions to integrability.
To analyse this system of quadrics further we will exploit the action of the automorphism group G. It follows from the action of G on C 2 that we can bring the triplet t = (t 5 , t 6 , t 7 ) to one of four canonical forms, corresponding the causal type of t relative to the lorentzian inner product defined by K in (69): (1) Zero orbit: t = (0, 0, 0) (2) Spacelike orbit: t = (1, 0, 0) (3) Lightlike orbit: t = (0, 0, 1) (4) Timelike orbit: t = (0, 1, −1)
Zero orbit branch.
Here t 5 = t 6 = t 7 = 0 and the system (71) of quadrics becomes t 1 t 2 = t 1 t 3 = t 1 t 4 = 0, so we have two cases to consider depending on whether or not t 1 = 0. If t 1 = 0, then t 2 = t 3 = t 4 = 0 and by a judicious choice of λ ∈ R × we can set t 1 = 1 and the deformation is
which translates into the following additional brackets:
which we recognise as a non-central extension of the kinematical Lie algebra (20) with γ = 1. Indeed, Z spans an ideal and quotienting by this ideal recovers the Lie algebra (20) with γ = 1. If t 1 = 0, then we can use the automorphisms to bring t = (t 2 , t 3 , t 4 ) to one of several canonical normal forms. First of all, notice that on the three-dimensional subspace of such t the group G acts via t → M A t, with M A the matrix in (68). This defines an action of GL(R 2 )/R × ∼ = SO o (2, 1), the identity component of the threedimensional Lorentz group. Under the action of proper, orthochronous Lorentz transformations, R 3 breaks up into the following orbits:
(1) Zero orbit: t = (0, 0, 0). This corresponds to no deformation at all.
(2) Spacelike orbits: t = (x, 0, 0) with x > 0. In this case, the deformation is given by
so that the brackets are
We can rescale Z → x −1 Z and P → x −1 P and in this way set x = 1. The resulting Lie brackets are
which is isomorphic to a trivial central extension of so(D + 1, 1) with central element H. 
We recognise these algebras as trivial central extensions of the euclidean (for ε = −1) or Poincaré (for ε = +1) algebras, with central element H. 
and Lie brackets 
Let ε = −x/|x| be the sign of x. Rescaling B → (|x|) −1/2 B, P → (|x|) −1/2 P and Z → x −1 Z, we may bring the brackets to one of two forms, depending on ε:
We recognise these Lie algebras as trivial central extensions of so(D+2) (for ε = 1) or so(D, 2) (for ε = −1) with central element H.
Spacelike orbit branches.
Here t 5 = 1 and t 6 = t 7 = 0 and the system (71) of quadrics becomes
We therefore have several branches depending on the value of t 1 .
(1) If t 1 = 0, ±1, then t 2 = t 3 = t 4 = 0 and the deformation is
with brackets
We can bring this to a normal form by rescaling H and, if necessary, interchanging B and P and changing the sign of Z:
This Lie algebra is isomorphic to a non-central extension of the Lie algebra (20). Indeed, the quotienting by the ideal generated by Z gives the Lie algebra (20) with γ ∈ (−1, 1).
Notice that Z − t 2 H is central. We must distinguish between two cases, depending on whether or not
2 Z and rescaling either B or P we can essentially set t 2 = 1 and arrive at the Lie algebra given in (76). 
which is isomorphic to a central extension of the Lie algebra (20) with γ = −1; that is, to a central extension of the lorentzian Newton Lie algebra. (3) If t 1 = 1, then t 2 = t 3 = 0 and the deformation is
We must distinguish between two cases, depending on whether or not t 4 = 0: (a) if t 4 = 0, then, rescaling H, we arrive at
which is isomorphic to (85) for γ = 0. (b) and if t 4 = 0, then introducing ε = t 4 /|t 4 |, we can bring the brackets to the following normal form:
These Lie algebras are isomorphic to the extension of the euclidean or Poincaré Lie algebras by the dilatation H; that is, they are isomorphic to co(D, 1) ⋉ R D,1 or co(D + 1) ⋉ R D+1 . (4) If t 1 = −1, then t 2 = t 4 = 0 and the deformation is
Exchanging B and P and changing the signs of H and Z, we see that this case leads to isomorphic algebras to the case t 1 = 1.
Lightlike orbit branches.
Here t 5 = t 6 = 0 and t 7 = 1. The system (71) of quadrics now sets t 2 = t 3 = 0 and imposes t 1 t 4 = 0, which gives rise to two branches, depending on whether or not t 1 = 0:
(1) t 1 = 0: in this case the deformation is
We notice that Z − t 4 H is central, so this deformation will be a (possibly trivial) central extension. We must distinguish between two cases, according to whether or not t 4 = 0.
(a) If t 4 = 0, then we obtain
which is isomorphic to the Bargmann algebra: the universal central extension of the galilean algebra (22). (b) If t 4 = 0 and introducing ε = t 4 /|t 4 |, we may redefine generators to arrive at a Lie algebra isomorphic to (78). (2) t 1 = 0: in this case t 4 = 0 and the deformation is
We can actually absorb t 1 into a redefinition of the generators and arrive at
This Lie algebra is isomorphic to a non-central extension of the Lie algebra (21), which we recover quotienting by the ideal generated by Z.
4.3.4.
Timelike orbit branches. In this case t 5 = 0, t 6 = 1 and t 7 = −1. The system (71) of quadrics implies that t 2 = 0, t 4 = −t 3 and t 1 t 3 = 0. This then gives rise to two branches, depending on whether or not t 1 = 0:
We notice that Z−t 3 H is central for all t 3 , so these Lie algebras will be (possibly trivial) central extensions.
We distinguish between two cases depending on whether or not t 3 = 0. 
This Lie algebra can be interpreted as the central extension (with central element Z) of the Lie algebra (23) with α = 0; that is, a central extension of the euclidean Newton Lie algebra. (b) If t 3 = 0, then introducing ε = −t 3 /|t 3 |, we can rescale generators to arrive at a Lie algebra isomorphic to (81). (2) t 1 = 0, so that t 3 = t 4 = 0, and the deformation is ϕ = t 1 (2c 2 + c 3 + c 6 ) + c 4 − c 5 = t 1 (2ηζZ + ηβB + ηπP) + ηβP − ηπB (104) with brackets
Here without loss of generality we can take t 1 = α > 0 and arrive at 
This is a non-central extension of the Lie algebra (23) (for α > 0) by the element Z.
Invariant inner products.
We shall now investigate the existence of invariant inner products on the Lie algebras determined in this section, as we did in Section 2.6 for the kinematical Lie algebras classified in Section 2. We shall prove that only the trivial central extensions of the simple kinematical Lie algebras so(D + 2), so(D + 1, 1) and so(D, 2) admit invariant inner products. To prove that the other Lie algebras in Table 18 do not admit such inner products, we shall exploit the associativity condition (37). One of the immediate consequences of this condition is that for a Lie algebra g with an invariant inner product, g
⊥ , where Z(g) is the centre and g ′ = [g, g] is the first derived ideal. Therefore if g is such that Z(g) = 0 but g ′ g, then g cannot admit an invariant inner product. This is precisely the situation of the Lie algebras in the bottom third (below the line) of Table 18 .
The first Lie algebra in the table (with brackets given by (57)) does not admit an invariant inner product. Indeed, if (−, −) is an associative symmetric bilinear form, it follows that
so that (Z, −) = 0. The exact same calculation shows that in the Bargmann algebra (97) any associative symmetric bilinear form has (Z, −) = 0. A very similar argument shows that the trivial central extensions of the euclidean and Poincaré algebras (78) do not admit invariant inner products either. Indeed, if (−, −) is any associative symmetric bilinear form, then
so that (H, −) = 0. The trivial central extensions of so(D + 1, 1), so(D + 2) and so(D, 2) do admit invariant inner products by taking the Killing form on the simple factor and some nonzero value for (Z, Z). Finally, we treat the centrally extended Newton algebras. The two cases are very similar, so we give details only for the case of the lorentzian algebra (88). Let (−, −) be an associative symmetric bilinear form. We will show that (B a , −) = 0, so that it is degenerate. 
The euclidean case (103) is similar. In summary, only the trivial central extensions of the simple kinematical Lie algebras so(D + 1, 1), so(D + 2) and so(D, 2) admit invariant inner products.
In this section we will letg denote the universal central extension of the static kinematical Lie algebra for D = 4. As in the non-centrally extended case, D = 4 is slightly more complicated due to the semisimplicity of the rotation subalgebra so(4) ∼ = so(3) ⊕ so(3). The notation is as in Section 3, in particular we shall let R (4) and B a , P a , H, Z span the idealh ofg. As usual we will choose the canonical dual basis β a , π a , η, ζ forh * . The nonzero Lie brackets in that basis are given by
(112) 5.1. The Chevalley-Eilenberg complex. We apply the Hochschild-Serre decomposition theorem to calculate the infinitesimal deformations from the s-invariant subcomplex C
• := C
• (h;g) s . We now proceed to enumerate bases for the spaces of cochains, noting that C 0 is spanned by H and Z. The dimensions of C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are 8, 18 and 32, respectively, as can be checked using a roots and weights calculation. Natural bases are tabulated below.
T
. 
The Chevalley-Eilenberg differential ∂ : C 1 → C 2 is given on the basis by ∂a 1 = ∂a 2 = ∂a 6 = ∂a 7 = 0 ∂a 5 = ∂a 8 = c 12 ∂a 4 = −c 12 and
from where we see that B 2 = R c 11 , c 12 . The differential ∂ : C 2 → C 3 is given on the basis by 0 = 2t 1 t 2 − t 3 t 7 + t 4 t 6 0 = t 1 t 3 + t 3 t 5 − t 2 t 6 0 = t 1 t 4 − t 4 t 5 + t 2 t 7 . 
the expression (118) above for ϕ 1 coincides mutatis mutandis with the one in equation (70). Furthermore the conditions (119) and (71) are identical, so that the rest of the analysis proceeds as in the case D 5. As in that case, here too the only Lie algebras admitting an invariant inner product are the trivial central extensions of the simple kinematical Lie algebras.
S
Deformation theory provides a powerful and systematic approach to classifying Lie algebras. When the Lie algebras in question have a "sizeable" semisimple subalgebra, the calculations are particularly tractable due to the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, which guarantees that we can work with a quasi-isomorphic subcomplex of the deformation complex which is typically much smaller.
In this paper we have applied these techniques to classify kinematical Lie algebras in dimension D 4 (up to isomorphism) by classifying deformations of the static kinematical Lie algebra g. The Lie algebra g admits a universal central extensiong and we have classified its deformations as well. This gives rise to a number of extensions (trivial, central and non-central) of deformations of g.
Let us summarise the results obtained in this paper. First of all we summarise the kinematical Lie algebras. It is convenient to tabulate them to ease comparison with the classical D = 3 results and also with the results for D = 2 [4] . Table 17 lists the isomorphism classes of kinematical Lie algebras. In some cases we have changed basis to bring the Lie algebra to a more familiar form. Comparing with Table 1 in [3] or Table 1 in [1] , we see that, unsurprisingly, there are some kinematical Lie algebras in D = 3 which do not exist in D 4. Those additional D = 3 Lie algebras owe their existence to the vector product R 3 × R 3 → R 3 , which is absent in D > 3. (There is a vector product in R 7 , but it is not invariant under so(7) but only under a g 2 subalgebra.) Comparing with As in the case of kinematical Lie algebras, the only Lie algebras in this table which admit an invariant inner product are the trivial central extensions of the simple kinematical Lie algebras. This agrees with the results for D = 3 as well. We suspect that the case of D = 2 will provide us with some nonsimple metric Lie algebras, but we have not classified those deformations yet.
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